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Abstract

A computational geometry technique based on Delaunay tessellation of protein structure, represented by Ca atoms, is used to

study effects of single residue mutations on sequence–structure compatibility in HIV-1 protease. Profiles of residue scores derived

from the four-body statistical potential are constructed for all 1881 mutants of the HIV-1 protease monomer and compared with the

profile of the wild-type protein. The profiles for an isolated monomer of HIV-1 protease and the identical monomer in a dimeric

state with an inhibitor are analyzed to elucidate changes to structural stability. Protease residues shown to undergo the greatest

impact are those forming the dimer interface and flap region, as well as those known to be involved in inhibitor binding.

� 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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A computational geometry technique based on Del-

aunay tessellation of protein structure, represented by a-
carbons in 3D space, provides an objective and robust

definition of four nearest-neighbor amino acid residues

as well as a four-body statistical potential function [1–3].
Utilizing this function, a residue score characterizing

sequence–structure compatibility can be calculated for

the purposes of obtaining a total protein potential and

constructing a 3D–1D potential profile. By replacing

individual residues in a protein, recalculating the pro-

files, and comparing the new and original profiles, we

can obtain valuable information for the computational

study of effects of mutations on protein structure and
function. In this paper, we discuss an application of this

approach to a comprehensive mutational analysis of

HIV-1 protease.

HIV-1 protease is responsible for effective assembly

of budding virions by cleavage of the gag and gag-pol

polyprotein precursors that encode vital structural and

replicative proteins. Inhibitors of HIV-1 protease, in

combination with other anti-HIV compounds, are

highly effective in reducing levels of viral replication.

However, due to the high error rate of HIV-1 reverse

transcriptase, there exists the potential for development

of residue mutations leading to inhibitor resistance. The
data collected from our computational mutagenesis al-

low for a systematic approach to predicting conforma-

tional changes in HIV-1 protease resulting from such

mutations.

Functional HIV-1 protease exists as a dimer of

identical 99 amino acid subunits with an intermolecular

twofold axis of symmetry through the substrate-binding

pocket. Additionally, each monomer contains an ap-
proximate intramolecular twofold axis of symmetry [4].

A four-stranded b-sheet consisting of the interdigitated

N- and C-termini (residues P1-T4 and C95-F99, re-

spectively) of each subunit forms the dimer interface

[4,5]. The active site consists of the triad D25-T26-G27

and both D25 residues of the active dimer together

mediate polyprotein catalysis [4]. A hydrophobic ex-

tended turn, or ‘‘flap,’’ is formed by residues M46-V56
[6]. Although the two flaps cover the active site of the

unliganded dimer, they are capable of distorting to ac-

commodate and interact with substrate molecules by

virtue of their glycine rich composition [4,6].
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Within our modeling framework, the residue present
at each position of the wild-type (WT) HIV-1 protease

monomer is permuted with each of the other 19 natu-

rally occurring amino acids. The procedure yields a rich

source of statistical potential data for each of the 1881

mutant protein chains, similar to that obtained for the

WT monomer. A comprehensive mutational profile

(CMP) for the HIV-1 protease monomer is developed

by: (1) taking the difference between mutant and WT
total potentials for each of the 1881 mutants; (2) seg-

regating the mutational data according to residue po-

sition; and (3) averaging the resulting 19 data values at

each of the 99 positions. Clustering of the 19 data values

at each position, based on whether the corresponding

residue replacements represent conservative or non-

conservative mutations of the WT residue, is carried out

for an additional level of detail. Similarly, clustering
according to a 3-letter alphabet, by segregating hydro-

phobic, charged, and polar residue substitutions and

averaging the values within each of these subgroups, is

also provided. Returning to WT HIV-1 protease, 3D–

1D potential profiles are obtained for a dimer with a

bound inhibitor as well as for an isolated monomer

from the same structure. A comparison of these profiles

reveals the impact that dimerization and inhibitor
binding have on structural stability according to the

model.

Materials and methods

Tessellation. In this construction, a protein structure is represented

by a set of points in 3D space, whose coordinates are those of the Ca

atoms of the residues forming the protein [1–3]. Voronoi tessellation

partitions the 3D space into a set of convex polyhedra, each containing

a single Ca atom, such that the interior points of each polyhedron are

closer to their corresponding Ca atom than any other in the system.

Delaunay tessellation is obtained by connecting sets of four Ca atoms

whose Voronoi polyhedra meet at a common vertex. The result is an

aggregate of space-filling irregular tetrahedra, or Delaunay simplices.

Vertices associated with each Delaunay simplex objectively define a set

of four nearest-neighbor residues without any explicit dependence on

an adjustable distance parameter. The 2D representation of Voronoi

and Delaunay tessellations is shown in Fig. 1. Given a Protein Data

Bank (PDB) [7] coordinate file, Delaunay tessellation of the protein

structure is performed using the Quickhull algorithm [8].

Statistical potential. Assuming that residue composition of Dela-

unay simplices is order independent, the theoretical maximum number

of all possible combinations of quadruplets of 20 amino acids forming

such simplices is 8855 [1–3]. Statistical analysis of the unbiased pref-

erence for four residues to be clustered spatially in a folded protein

proceeds as follows. The log-likelihood for each quadruplet is defined

as qijkl ¼ logðfijkl=pijklÞ, where fijkl represents the frequency of qua-

druplets containing residues i; j; k; l in a representative training set of

high-resolution protein structures with low primary sequence identity,

and pijkl is the frequency of random occurrence of the quadruplet [1–3].

Total potential of a protein is calculated by summing the log-likeli-

hoods of all Delaunay simplices formed by the tessellation [1,2]. By

summing the log-likelihoods of all simplices in which a particular

residue participates, individual residues are each assigned a score,

yielding a 3D–1D potential profile [1,2].

Results and discussion

HIV-1 protease potential profile

The total statistical potential of a single subunit of
WT HIV-1 protease (PDB ID: 3phv [9]) is calculated to

be 27.93 and the potential profile of the monomer is

shown in Fig. 2. A few features of this 3D–1D plot are

worth noting. First, the shape of the graph reveals the

approximate intramolecular twofold axis of symmetry

of the monomer. Next, the active site D25 residue as well

as residues forming the flap region have low statistical

potential values, by virtue of the fact that stability is

Fig. 1. Dual tessellations in 2D space: the dashed/solid lines indicate

Voronoi and Delaunay tessellations, respectively.

Fig. 2. 3D–1D potential profile of a wild-type HIV-1 protease mono-

mer (PDB ID: 3phv). Highest scoring residues tend to be in the hy-

drophobic core, while lower scoring residues are exposed. A local

minimum occurs at the active site D25. The total potential of the

protease is 27.93.
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affected by the lack of interaction with either an ac-
companying flap (as part of a dimeric complex) or a

substrate molecule. Finally, residues with the highest

potentials are mostly hydrophobic and serve to maintain

stability within the core of the protein chain.

HIV-1 protease comprehensive mutational profile

The initial step toward developing the CMP involves

mutating 19 times the residue present at each position of
the 99 amino acid long HIV-1 protease monomer. As a

result, a 20� 99 matrix of total statistical potentials for

all possible single residue mutants is produced. Each of

the 99 columns is labeled with the corresponding residue

present in the primary sequence of WT HIV-1 protease,

and each of the 20 rows is labeled with an amino acid

chosen to replace the given residue in the primary se-

quence. Subtracting the WT potential from each cell
yields the difference between mutant and WT total po-

tentials. Finally, by averaging the values in each column,

the CMP is obtained (Fig. 3).

Comparison of the HIV-1 protease potential profile

in Fig. 2 and the corresponding CMP in Fig. 3 reveals

a strong inverse correlation, as depicted in Fig. 4.

Analysis of the plots shows that each residue potential

in the 3D–1D profile is dampened by the mean of the
19 differences between mutant and WT total potentials

calculated for all substitutions of the given residue. To

determine whether this phenomenon is a property un-

ique to native-fold proteins, we reshuffled the residues

in the primary sequence of 3phv and repeated the

analysis. The correlation coefficient for this random

sequence is significantly lower than that for the native

one (R2 ¼ 0:74).

Clustering schemes applied to the comprehensive muta-

tional profile

A similar analysis is conducted by segregating the 20

amino acids into the following 6 groups, as described by
Dayhoff et al. [10]: (A, S, T, G, and P), (V, L, I, and M),

(R, K, and H), (D, E, N, and Q), (F, Y, and W), and

(C). Substitution of a residue with another one from

within the same group represents a conservative muta-

tion; otherwise, the mutation is non-conservative. A

CMP based on this type of clustering is shown in Fig.

5A. Examples of residues that warrant further investi-

gation include A22 and A71, given the much greater
negative impact that conservative mutations have over

non-conservative mutations. By comparing Figs. 2 and

5A, it is clear that a strong inverse correlation exists

between the 3D–1D potential profile of WT HIV-1

protease and the CMP for non-conservative substitu-

tions of the residues (R2 ¼ 0:88, not shown). No corre-

lation is evident with respect to conservative mutations

(R2 ¼ 0:16, not shown).
Another approach involves clustering the amino acid

substitutions according to a 3-letter alphabet based on

side chain polarity: F (hydrophobic residues A, V, L, I,

M, P, and F); L (charged residues D, E, R, and K); and

P (polar residues N, Q, W, S, T, G, C, H, and Y). The

CMP for this scenario (Fig. 5B) is obtained by averaging

the values within each subgroup. It is interesting to note

that most hydrophobic residue positions within the
HIV-1 protease core exhibit steep decreases in potential,

regardless of the type of residue substitution.

Changes in structural stability due to dimerization and/or

ligand binding

Comparing the 3D–1D profile of an isolated HIV-1

protease monomer with that of the same monomer in a

Fig. 3. Comprehensive mutational profile of an HIV-1 protease

monomer. For each residue, the graph reflects the mean difference in

total potential from wild-type protease resulting from all possible

substitutions at the given position.

Fig. 4. Correlation of the CMP with the individual residue potentials

of wild-type HIV-1 protease. The graph reveals a strong inverse rela-

tionship, with correlation coefficient R2 ¼ 0:88.
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homodimeric configuration with a bound inhibitor
provides valuable information for the study of protein–

protein and ligand–receptor interfaces. First, the same

procedure used to obtain the potential profile for the

3phv monomer is applied to a dimer–inhibitor complex

(PDB ID: 1g35 [11]). A 3D–1D plot is created for the

1g35A chain following tessellation of the complex. Next,

a potential profile is created for the 1g35A chain, tes-

sellated as an isolated monomer.
The difference between these potential profiles (Fig. 6)

reveals the change in stability that affects residues in-

volved in the dimerization of the protein chain as well as

the binding of an inhibitor. For example, the over-

whelming majority of residues forming both the dimer

interface and the flap region exhibit increases in poten-

tial following dimerization, including Q2, T4, I47-I54,

T96, L97, and F99. With the exception of Q2, these
residues are also characteristically all hydrophobic.

Similar increases in stability due to inhibitor binding are

evident for the active site residues D25, T26, and G27, as

well as for the surrounding hydrophobic residues L24

and A28.

The computational geometry approach to protein

structure analysis is used to perform a comprehensive

mutagenesis of HIV-1 protease. A strong inverse cor-
relation between the 3D–1D potential profile of WT

HIV-1 protease and the CMP was found. Clustering the

comprehensive mutational profile based on the type of

substitution (conservative vs. non-conservative) and on

a reduced 3-letter alphabet (hydrophobic, polar, and

charged) provides further insight into evolutionary in-

fluences on protein structure. While a strong inverse

correlation exists between the 3D–1D potential profile
of WT HIV-1 protease and the CMP for non-conser-

vative substitutions, no correlation is evident with the

conservative substitutions. Finally, comparing the 3D–

1D potential profile of an isolated monomer of WT

HIV-1 protease with that of the monomer as part of a

homodimer with a bound inhibitor reveals changes in

Fig. 6. Difference in potential profiles between an HIV-1 protease

monomer in a dimeric configuration with an inhibitor and an isolated

monomer from the same structure (PDB ID: 1g35). Residues located at

the dimer interface, along the flap region, and within the active site of

the monomer experience an increase in potential following dimeriza-

tion and ligand binding, reflecting altered stability.

Fig. 5. Clustering the CMP data, based on conservative versus non-conservative substitutions of the wild-type residue at each position (A) and a

3-letter alphabet (F, hydrophobic; L, charged; and P, polar) characterizing the polarity of the side chains of the substitutions (B).
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structural stability defined by the interface between the
monomers that form the dimer.
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